Formoterol Restores Mitochondrial and Renal Function after Ischemia-Reperfusion Injury
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ABSTRACT
Mitochondrial biogenesis may be an adaptive response necessary for meeting the increased metabolic and energy demands during organ recovery after acute injury, and renal mitochondrial dysfunction has been implicated in the pathogenesis of AKI. We proposed that stimulation of mitochondrial biogenesis 24 hours after ischemia/reperfusion (I/R)-induced AKI, when renal dysfunction is maximal, would accelerate recovery of mitochondrial and renal function in mice. We recently showed that formoterol, a potent, highly specific, and long-acting β2-adrenergic agonist, induces renal mitochondrial biogenesis in naive mice. Animals were subjected to sham or I/R-induced AKI, followed by once-daily intraperitoneal injection with vehicle or formoterol beginning 24 hours after surgery and continuing through 144 hours after surgery. Treatment with formoterol restored renal function, rescued renal tubules from injury, and diminished necrosis after I/R-induced AKI. Concomitantly, formoterol stimulated mitochondrial biogenesis and restored the expression and function of mitochondrial proteins. Taken together, these results provide proof of principle that a novel drug therapy to treat AKI, and potentially other acute organ failures, works by restoring mitochondrial function and accelerating the recovery of renal function after injury has occurred.


AKI is a clinical disorder characterized by a rapid decrease in kidney excretory function and subsequent retention of nitrogenous waste products and metabolic acids and increased potassium and phosphate concentrations.1 AKI incidence is increasing, and the prevalence is approximately 60% in patients during intensive care admission; in the past 50 years, mortality rates have remained unchanged, ranging from 50% to 70%.1–3 In addition, AKI is costly to treat and poses a significant financial burden on the health care system.4 Current treatments are limited to mechanical support by dialysis. Historically, most drug research efforts for AKI have focused on pretreatment. However, clinical translation of the outcomes obtained from this approach is limited because AKI primarily presents with an unpredictable acute onset. Taken together, the high mortality rates, financial burden, and limitations in treatment demonstrate a significant clinical need for discovery of novel approaches to therapeutics that promote recovery of renal function following AKI.

A common cause of AKI is ischemia/reperfusion (I/R) injury, and it is now recognized that tubular mitochondrial dysfunction contributes to oxidative stress, persistent energy depletion, impairment of energy-dependent repair mechanisms, and cell death in AKI.1,5–10 Investigation into renal mitochondrial dysfunction in glycerol, sepsis, and I/R models of AKI in rodents revealed a persistent elevation in serum creatinine concomitant with continual suppression of mitochondrial- and nuclear-encoded genes and proteins of the electron transport chain (ETC) and mitochondrial function.6,11,12 Mitochondrial biogenesis (MB) is a complex physiologic process by which cells form new mitochondria to increase energy production in response to environmental stimuli or physiologic stress.13 Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator-1α (PGC-1α) is referred to as the master regulator of MB and is abundantly expressed in tissues with high metabolic demand (e.g., heart, skeletal muscle, and kidneys).14–17 It is highly inducible by physiologic and pathologic stimuli, including exercise, caloric restriction, sepsis, and hypoxia.18–21 The ability of PGC-1α to respond to
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numerous stimuli and alter the metabolic profile of the cell makes it a target for pharmacologic intervention in a variety of disease states.

Our laboratory previously demonstrated in oxidant-induced renal proximal tubular cell (RPTC) injury that PGC-1α is upregulated after injury and that overexpression of PGC-1α after injury promotes the recovery of mitochondrial and cellular functions.22,23 Tran et al. reported that renal-specific PGC-1α null mice subjected to sepsis-induced AKI were unable to recover from injury, in contrast to their wild-type littermates.11 Other evidence from in vivo studies supports the hypothesis that induction of PGC-1α and subsequent MB is a crucial adaptive response aimed at sustaining metabolic and energy demands required for recovery from acute organ injury.24,25

A recent high-throughput screen performed by our laboratory revealed that the specific and long-acting β2-adrenergic receptor agonist formoterol was a potent inducer of MB in RPTC and in the kidneys of mice.26 Subsequently, with use of RPTC, the ability a structurally diverse panel of β2-adrenoceptor agonists to stimulate MB was assayed and cheminformatic profiling elucidated four essential chemical moieties to stimulate MB, which was shared by formoterol.27 Here, we carried out experiments evaluating the efficacy of formoterol to restore mitochondrial and kidney function after an ischemic insult in a mouse model of I/R-induced AKI.

C57BL/6 mice were divided into four groups that were subjected to sham or I/R surgery, followed by once-daily intraperitoneal administration with formoterol (0.3 mg/kg) or vehicle (0.3% DMSO in normal saline) between 24 and 144 hours after reperfusion. Before injury, serum creatinine (Scr) was approximately 0.2 mg/dl in all animals and increased to approximately 1.3 mg/dl 24 hours after I/R (Figure 1A). Treatment was randomly initiated 24 hours after reperfusion, when Scr was maximally elevated; therefore, intervention was not initiated until after AKI was established. After I/R, Scr partially recovered in mice receiving vehicle treatment (IR+Veh); however, Scr was persistently elevated compared with preinjury levels at approximately 0.7 mg/dl at 144 hours after reperfusion, indicating persistent injury. In contrast, after five daily doses of formoterol following I/R (IR+Form), Scr completely recovered by 144 hours (Figure 1A). Scr did not change following sham operation in either vehicle (Sham+Veh)-treated or formoterol (Sham+Form)-treated animals.

Kidney injury molecule-1 (KIM-1) is a highly sensitive and specific biomarker of renal tubular injury that is minimally detected in healthy kidneys.28 In cortical lysates from IR+Veh kidneys, KIM-1 protein was elevated compared with levels in sham animals at 144 hours, and formoterol treatment attenuated KIM-1 protein expression to levels of the control animals (Figure 1B).

Renal histopathology was assessed using periodic acid–Schiff (PAS) and hematoxylin and eosin staining. Kidneys from IR+Veh and IR+Form mice displayed proximal tubule dilation, brush-border damage, and the presence of proteinaceous casts (Figure 2A). Kidneys from IR+Veh mice displayed evidence of persistent tubular necrosis at 144 hours, which was attenuated with formoterol treatment (Figure 2B). Additionally, there was evidence of interstitial widening, an early sign of renal fibrosis, in IR+Veh kidneys that was not as prevalent in IR+Form mice (Figure 2C).

Using our I/R model, we have previously shown that essential components of the ETC, reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide dehydrogenase (ubiquinone)-1β complex 8 (NDUFB8) and mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COX I), decreased within 24 hours of I/R and remain decreased through 144 hours.6 If the improved renal function and decreased tissue injury stimulated by formoterol is the result of renal MB, then renal mitochondrial proteins should be restored and mitochondrial function improved compared with I/R mice. At 144 hours, PGC-1α protein expression did not change with treatment or after injury (Figure 3A); however, nuclear-encoded NDUFB8 and mitochondrial-encoded COX I ETC proteins were decreased 144 hours after reperfusion in IR+Veh kidneys (Figure 3B). Treatment with formoterol after I/R restored NDUFB8 and COX I protein abundance to levels of the control animals (Figure 3B).

Previous in vivo and in vitro research in hypoxic and I/R-induced models of AKI

Figure 1. Treatment with formoterol restored kidney function and mitigated proximal tubule injury. Mice were subjected to sham or I/R surgery and subsequent treatment with vehicle (Veh) or formoterol (Form). Kidney function was assessed via serum creatinine (A) and tubular injury via KIM-1 immunoblot analysis (B). KIM-1 protein was measured in kidneys from mice 144 hours after injury and quantified by densitometry. Samples were analyzed via one-way ANOVA followed by a Student–Newman–Keuls post hoc test to evaluate differences between groups. Data points are mean±SEM; with bars with different superscripts are significantly different from one another (n=5, P<0.01). GAPDH, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase.
identified dysfunctional mitochondria, in the presence of suppressed ETC protein expression, in reduced kidney function. Renal mitochondria were isolated from mice at 144 hours and mitochondrial function was determined. State 2 (basal respiratory rate) was not altered under any conditions (Figure 4A). State 3 (ADP-stimulated respiratory rate) respiration was reduced in mitochondria from IR+Veh kidneys, which indicated sustained mitochondrial dysfunction (Figure 4B), and was restored in IR+Form kidneys (Figure 4B). These results demonstrate that formoterol induced MB and restored mitochondrial function following I/R in concert with the return of renal function.

Currently, no pharmacologic therapies are approved for AKI, and most drug discovery research for AKI has historically focused on prevention. Therefore, an animal model in which treatment begins after establishment of AKI is more clinically relevant. In the current study, we sought to discover a pharmacotherapeutic approach focused on accelerating recovery of kidney function in a mouse model of AKI.

Several studies have demonstrated that mitochondrial dysfunction is a key component of AKI, and more recent studies have shown persistent mitochondrial dysfunction after injury. Previous proof-of-principle studies were conducted using oxidant injury in RPTC and demonstrated that overexpression or pharmacologic activation of PGC-1α after oxidant injury accelerated recovery of mitochondrial and cellular function. Furthermore, formoterol, a US Food and Drug Administration–approved, long-acting, specific β2-adrenergic receptor agonist, was shown to induce MB in mice.

Treatment with formoterol after I/R-induced AKI completely restored kidney function, attenuated tubule injury, and reduced renal cell necrosis. Concurrently, formoterol induced MB and restored mitochondrial proteins and function after injury. These data define formoterol as a first-in-class agent that successfully promotes full recovery of renal function after injury.
maximal injury. Furthermore, because mitochondrial dysfunction is common in many acute organ injuries/failures, our approach may be extrapolated to other tissues.

In this model and others, renal function, as measured by serum creatinine, improves over several days following I/R but does not fully recover by 6 days. Of note, formoterol treatment resulted in the complete return of renal function and recovery of renal proximal tubular injury as measured by KIM-1, which was associated with the recovery of mitochondrial function. Thus, we speculate that recovery of mitochondrial function is critical for complete recovery of the proximal tubule and kidney function. In addition, because the extent of AKI and subsequent prolonged injury to the proximal tubules have been linked to the development of CKD, assuagement of proximal tubule injury by formoterol after AKI may not be limited to short-term benefits by restoring kidney function, but may also have long-term benefits by modulating the progression to CKD due to a reduction in both extent and duration of proximal tubule damage.

**CONCISE METHODS**

Eight-week-old male C57BL/6 mice weighing 25–30 g were subjected to bilateral renal pedicle ligation for 20 minutes, as described previously. Dosing was initiated 24 hours after reperfusion, and mice were...
given a daily injection of 0.3 mg/kg formoterol fumarate dihydrate (Sigma-Aldrich F9552) or vehicle (0.3% DMSO in normal saline) via intraperitoneal injection. All procedures involving animals were performed with approval from the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee in accordance with the National Institutes of Health’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Blood was collected by retro-orbital eye bleed. Serum was isolated from each blood sample, and serum creatinine levels were measured using a Quantichrom Creatinine Assay Kit (BioAssay Systems, Hayward, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Kidney sections approximately 5–6 microns from animals at 144 hours after I/R or sham surgery were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and PAS, and the degree of morphologic changes was determined by light microscopy in a blinded fashion. The following measures were chosen as an indication of morphologic damage to the kidney after treatment with vehicle or formoterol: proximal tubule dilation, brush-border damage, proteinaceous casts, interstitial widening, and necrosis. These measures were evaluated on a scale from 0 to 4, which ranged from not present (0), mild (1), moderate (2), severe (3), and very severe (4).

Renal cortical tissue from flash-frozen kidneys was lysed in RIPA buffer containing cocktail protease and phosphatase inhibitors. Forty micrograms of total protein were loaded into SDS-PAGE gels and immunoblots were performed as previously described. Antibodies used for immunoblot studies were obtained from the following vendors: glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Fitzgerald Antibodies), COX I and NDUFB8 (Invitrogen), PGC-1α (Calbiochem), and KIM-1 (R&D Systems).

Kidney mitochondria were isolated from male C57BL/6 mice. The whole kidney was minced and homogenized in ice-cold isolation buffer (250 mM sucrose, 1 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES, 1 mg/ml fatty acid-free BSA [pH 7.4], 300 mM/kg H2O). Nuclei and cellular debris were pelleted by centrifugation at 1000g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was centrifuged at 10,000g for 5 minutes, resulting in a crude mitochondrial pellet. The pellet was washed once in ice-cold isolation buffer and resuspended in assay buffer (220 mM mannitol, 2 mM KH2PO4, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 20 mM HEPES, 0.5 mM EGTA, 0.2% FA-free BSA [pH 7.4], 330 mM/kg H2O). Crude mitochondria were then diluted 1/10–1/100 in buffer B (137 mM KCl, 2 mM KH2PO4, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 1 mg/ml fatty acid-free BSA [pH 7.4], 180 μl diluted mitochondria were added to triplicate wells of a Seahorse XF96 assay plate on ice. The plate was spun down at 3000g for 7 minutes at 4°C and immediately loaded into the XF96 Bioanalyzer. Oxygen consumption rate was normalized to mitochondrial protein per well.

Results were expressed as mean±SEM (n=7, P<0.05). Veh, vehicle.

Figure 4. Formoterol (Form) restored mitochondrial function in the kidney after I/R-induced AKI. Kidneys were excised followed by isolation of mitochondria. Shown are relative state 2 respiration (non-ADP–stimulated respiration) (A) and relative state 3 respiration (ADP-stimulated respiration) (B). These results of respiration are expressed as the mean±SEM and are relative values compared with control. Bars with different superscripts are significantly different from one another (n=7, P<0.05). Veh, vehicle.
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